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2.

ACCOMMODATION

NOTICE:
As with previous tournaments, transport will not be secured between cities.
Since there are regional cities, the capacity of the accommodation is limited and there is no hotel in
the cities where all participants could be accommodated at one go.
The offer is therefore built on more hotels.
The contractual hotels will be able to fill capacity gradually according to the orders:
1) hotel FIT
2) Hotel JANA
3) hotel NA JIZNI
Due to limited capacities, we have to go to accommodation responsibly, so teams will be staying or
teaming by number of people.
We will accommodate the teams gradually to fill the capacity of the hotels.
We will try to accommodate your hotel requirements, but we can not guarantee the choice due to
capacities !!!
If a team is interested in living in Novy Jicin, there is a hotel PRAHA.
All hotels have a similar level of accommodation !!!
All hotels are located within a 10 minute walk from arenas.
Thank you for understanding this situation.

ACCOMMODATION ORDERS:
We have created two contact emails to order accommodation.
Especially 38+ and especially 45+.
Official contact accommodation for 38 accommodations-38@seznam.cz
Official contact accommodation for 45 accommodations-45@seznam.cz
Please note that we will always communicate with only one team representative and with it we will
also meet all requirements!
We will not respond to individual requests!
Accommodation is calculated per person per night including breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Lunches and dinners will be buffet style for hotels based on meal vouchers.
For players who play matches in Novy Jicin, at the beginning of the match from 10:00, 11:30, 13:00
and 14:30, lunch is served in the restaurant in the arena.
Dining room will be based on a diet that corresponds to the sports load, ie. lighter meals especially
for lunch.
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PACKAGE OFFER & PRICE
Based on your questions about accommodation without meals, we have prepared extra packages
for you.


One package includes a full range of accommodation and meals.



The second package contains only bed and breakfast.



We add a meal package with the option of combining lunch or dinner or both.

PACKAGE “FULL”
One person per day
Include:
 Accommodations
 Breakfast buffet
 Lunch buffet
 Dinner buffet

PACKAGE “SMALL”

1.650,- CZK
appx. 63€

One person per day
Include:
 Accommodations
 Breakfast buffet

1.150,- CZK
appx. 44€

Current course:https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html

Current course:https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html

PACKAGE “FOOD”

PACKAGE “ARENA”

One meal per person
Offer:



250,- CZK
appx. 9€

One meal per person
Offer:




Lunch buffet
Dinner buffet

For players who play matches in Novy Jicin, at the
start of the match from 10:00, 11:30, 13:00 and
14:30, lunch is served in the restaurant in the arena.

1.300,- CZK
appx. 50€

Accommodations
Breakfast buffet at the hotel Fit
Lunch buffet
Dinner buffet

This package is for referees and staff only !

Current course:https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html

Current course:https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html
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SPECIMEN BUFFET
Operators have several years of experience in the accommodation and catering of athletes,
especially from several IIHF World Championships that took place in Přerov.
The participants of the World Championships were accommodated in the same hotels and used
hotel catering.

an example of lunch menu selection

an example of a dinner menu selection

Chicken broth with meat and noodles
Chicken steak
Grilled vegetables, rice
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil

Turkey roll stuffed with spinach
Potato mash, rice
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil
Dessert

Vegetable broth with peas and rice
Chicken slice with ham and cheese
Vegetable rice, boiled potatoes
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil

Rabbit thigh to the wild
Pasta, rice
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil
Desert

Beef broth with vegetables and noodles
Chicken mix with vegetables
Rice, mashed potatoes
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil

Bologna spaghetti, cheese
Pasta, spaghetti
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil
Dessert

Pork cubes on mushrooms
Pasta, mashed potatoes, warm vegetables
Salad buffet with dressings, olive oil,
balsamic. Fruit Bowl

Beef slice - roasted
Rice, couscous
Salad buffet, dressing, olive oil
Dessert
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PŘEROV - HOTEL FIT ***
Distance from the rink Přerov:
 By car
1 km (2.min)
 By walking
900 m (11.min)
Distance from the rink Nový Jičín:
 By car
48 km (40.min)

Capacity:
Activities:

146 beds
- Restaurant
- Indor golf

- Sauna
- Laser shot
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PŘEROV - HOTEL JANA ****
Distance from the rink Přerov:
 By car
1.2 km (3.min)
 By walking
1.1 km (13.min)
Distance from the rink Nový Jičín:
 By car
48,5 km (42.min)

Capacity:
Activities:

242 beds
- Restaurant
- Bowling

- Wellness
- Billiard
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PŘEROV - HOTEL NA JIŽNÍ ***
(Accommodation in the hotel will begin to be booked when the capacity of
priority hotels Fit and Jana is reached !)
Distance from the rink Přerov:
 By car
1 km (2.min)
 By walking
1 km (12.min)
Distance from the rink Nový Jičín:
 By car
49,8 km (45.min)

Capacity:
Activities:

81 beds
- Restaurant, mini brewery
- Massage

- Sauna
- Bowling
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PŘEROV - HOTEL ZIMNÍ STADION **
(Accommodation at the hotel is primarily for Referees and Staff !)
Distance from the rink Přerov:
 By car
0
in the stadium area
 By walking
0
in the stadium area
Distance from the rink Nový Jičín:
 By car
49,8 km (45.min)

Capacity:
Activities:

- 44 beds (in 11 four-bed rooms)
- Restaurant
- Wellness
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NOVÝ JIČÍN - HOTEL PRAHA ***
Distance from the rink Nový Jičín:
 By car
1.1 km (4.min)
 By walking
1 km (11.min)
Distance from the rink Přerov:
 By car
49,8 km (44.min)

Capacity:
Activities:

70 beds
- Restaurant

- sweet-shop
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